INTRODUCTION
Tata being the winner. As driven by slow growth and substantial profits in the steel industry. Corus asset sale may lift the Tata steel earnings. Tata steel had acquired British largest steel maker Corus for 608 pence per share. It is one of the striking acquisition in 2006, to propose Tata steel from the 56 th to the 6 thlargest steel maker in the world. A long term gap between their delivered performance of the firm and the strategic plan projected gap was in terms of size, sales and Income. Acquisition could fill the gap (J Fred Weston and Samuel C. Weaver 2002). However, companies can seek for genuine synergies through financial engineering.
Figure: 1 outbound acquisition since2005-dec2006 (USD Million)
The merger of Tata steel and Corus will result to a saving of $400 million to the company after 3 years of corporate integration. The main reasons for Corus to be sold  Increase in cost of production  Corus revenue was $18.06 billion, profit was only just $626 million but incase of Tata , the total revenue is $4.84 billion and profit was $824 million  Target with low cost high quality raw material from India.  A chance to bailout of debt and financial distress(chapter 11)
Figure: 2
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To a large extent, corporate integration is based on a belief that earnings accrued through reduction cost, increase market share, reduction in earning volatility, and sale of economies. However, the main features of the compassionate of reforms inductive mergers and acquisitions of Tata and Corus industry creates potential of realizing efficient gains
The total value of the Tata -Corus acquisition amounted to £6.2 billion (US $ 12 billion). Tata steel declares a bid of 608 pence per share to go beyond the final bid from Brazilian steel maker "Compuhia siderurgica Nacional (CSN) of 603 pence per share. Proceeding of the deal negotiations, both the Tata and Corus were interested to create a corporate bondage by entering into an merger and acquisition deal due to the diversified reasons. Tata steel acquires Corus completely in April 2007; Tata steel manages to win the acquisition to CSN and has the voting right support from the Corus share holders 
II. THEORITICAL BACKGROUND
Cornell and Tehranian (1992); Switzer (1996); Ghosh (2001) found merger and acquisition firms shows significantly increase in operating performance. Pawaskar (2001) found that the share holders of the acquirers companies increased their liquidity performance after the mergers and acquisitions. A mergers and acquisitions occur when two or more companies connect together, often to share and reduce cost, increase the efficiency or market share. Merger and acquisition frequently assigned to as a tool for exploring and expanding one's business or get around different legal framework such as tax or monopoly regulations. Ross and Westerfield(2002) .id debatable issue for all state holders, academicians and for researchers. The purpose of this research paper is to find the rational for merger and acquisition in terms of management incentives, post merger and acquisition value creation and steel industry position of the entity merger and acquisition between Tata steel and European steel giant Corus.
Many studies have been done made on the effects of corporate integration on their share prices, share holders wealth. There is no conclusive evidence of life after acquisition. So the study helps to understand and evaluate the performance by analyzing the value creation through pre and post merger and acquisition study.
III. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
A deal that dies at the due diligence stage almost always dies for the right reason. In most of the merger and acquisition, the target has a choice, and negotiations may even be taking place in the context of structured action. Before deciding on tactics, therefore, acquires should assess their advantages and disadvantages relative to their potential bidder HBR (2001). Rao and Sankar (1997) examine that a positive effect on the liquidity, leverage, and profitability of the bidder firms. Other studies have also showed a positive impact on financial performance Hitt, Harrison and Best (1998) In accordance with empire building theory (The Hubris Theory), managers may derive both financial and non financial benefits in proportion to the size of the business units they manage; this provides a strong intensive to increase firm size by merger and acquisition and places managers in conflicts with shareholders interest. Rau and Vermalen (1997) has investigated that the determinants of poor performance of the bidding firm after acquisition and concluding that firms having low boo to market ratio in general make poor decisions regarding merger and acquisition. However, higher profitability of the firm being acquired is found to be existing pre and post merger and acquisition Acharys (2000). Clear and factual communication among the employees of the acquiring and acquired firms is very crucial to increase their productivity which will resultantly have positive impact on performance of firms during or even after merger and acquisition Appelbaum etal (2000) IV.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The approach for examination of value creation of both bidder and target around the announcement of an offer and includes both successful and unsuccessful merger and acquisition. The three hypothesized statements tested using correlation co-efficient and T-test.
Hypothesis
Based on the research gap areas from literature review, the following hypothesis is tested.
H 0: there is no significant difference between pre merger and acquisition equity capital base and Profit after Tax.
H 0: there is no significant difference between post merger and acquisition equity capital base and Profit after Tax.
H 0: there is no significant difference between pre and post merger and acquisition earning per share. Degree of freedom = N-1 = 5-1 = 4 at 5% level of significance The tabulated values 2.776, since this value is lesser than the computed value above 2.84, therefore reject the null hypothesis and accept the alternative hypothesis. 
Mode Specifications
VI. Findings And Suggesstions
The study findings are reviewed as follows i. Corporate integration of Tata and Corus has consequently increased the capital base. ii.
Aggregate steel industry capacity of around 28.1 million tones. iii.
In May 07 earning before interest tax and depreciation of 13%, 25 million tones of production also ranked 5 th . iv.
2012 earning before interest tax and depreciation of 25%, 40 million tones of production and ranked 2 nd . v.
Recapitalization was made possible as a result of corporate integration. vi.
Mergers and acquisitions , has significantly affected 5the earning per share of investors
VII. CONLUSION
The results of the study shows that evident hypothesis, the research study conclude that merger and acquisition of Tata and Corus with respect of profitability, performance, turnover, capacity, economies of scale and enhanced control. This study of impact of merger and acquisition on value matters resulted with positive influenced in profitability, capital base, dividends and earnings for share holders. This is a positive characteristics for strong future. There will be a lot of potential synergies in terms of sharing of best practices across the companies
